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 “THE EFFECT OF MNEMONIC KEYWORD METHOD ON STUDENTS’ 
VOCABULARY MASTERY VIEWED FROM STUDENTS’ 
CREATIVITY” 
 (An Experimental Study at the Seventh Grade Students of SMP Dharma 
Lestari Salatiga in the Academic Year 2018/ 2019) 
 
Abstract 
The aims of the research is to know whether; (1) there is any difference of  influence 
of Mnemonic Keyword method and Translation toward students’ vocabulary 
mastery; (2) there is any difference of influence of high students’ verbal creativity 
and low students’ verbal creativity; and (3) there is any influence of interaction 
between teaching technique and students’ verbal creativity toward students’ 
vocabulary mastery. This study is experimental study. The samples were selected 
by using culster random sampling technique. The research subjects are VII D 
(control class) and VII E (experimental class). The data were collected by using test 
(verbal creativity test and vocabulary test). The collected data were analyzed by 
using frequency distribution, normality and Wilcoxon non-parametric statistic. The 
result of this research shows that: (1) Mnemonic Keyword method is more effective 
than Translation toward students’ vocabulary mastery; (2) the students who have 
high verbal creativity perform better than those who have low verbal creativity; (3) 
there is any influence of interaction between teaching technique and students’ 
verbal creativity towand students’ vocabulary mastery. 
Keywords: Mnemonic Keyword, Verbal Creativity, Vocabulary. 
 
Abstrak 
Tujuan dari penelitian adalah untuk mengetahui: (1) perbedaan pengaruh metode 
pembelajaran menggunakan Mnemonic Keyword dan Translation terhadap 
penguasaan kosa kata; (2) perbedaan pengaruh tingkat kreatifitas verbal siswa 
tinggi dan kreatifitas verbal siswa rendah terhadap penguasaan kosa kata; dan (3) 
pengaruh interaksi teknik pembelajaran dan kreatifitas siswa terhadap penguasaan 
kosa kata. Penelitian ini menggunakan model eksperimen. Sampel diambil dengan 
menggunakan teknik culster random sampling. Subjek penelitian ini adalah kelas 
VII D (kelas kontrol) dan VII E (kelas eksperimen). Teknik pengumpulan data 
menggunakan tes (tes kreatifitas verbal dan tes kosa kata). Data yang terkumpul 
dianalisis dengan menggunakan statistik distribusi frekuensi , normalitas dan 
statistik non-parametrik Wilcoxon. Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa; (1) 
penggunaan metode Mnemonic Keyword lebih efektif dari pada Translation dalam 
penguasaan kosa kata; (2) siswa yang memiliki tingkat kreatifitas verbal tinggi lebih 
baik dalam penguasaan kosa kata dari pada siswa yang memiliki tingkat kreatifitas 
verbal rendah; (3) adanya pengaruh interaksi antara teknik pengajaran dan 
kreatifitas verbal siswa terhadap penguasaan kosa kata. 
Kata kunci: Mnemonic Keyword, Kreativitas verbal, Kosa kata 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Vocabulary is an important part of foreign language learning. Vocabulary is 
also central to language teaching and importance to a language learner. 
According to Wilkins (in Mothe 2013:377), “Without grammar very little can 
be expressed, without vocabulary nothing can be expressed”. It means that 
vocabulary is the important tool in communication because it expresses the 
meaning of the communication. Nowdays, many students can memorize 
vocabularies fast but forget fast. It becomes a big problem for them where they 
have to master English. Holden (in Marzban & Amoli, 2012: 4957) states, “one 
of the most difficult aspects of learning a foreign language, particularly in an 
EFL context, is the retention and retrieval of vocabulary”. Waring (in Marzban 
& Amoli, 2012: 4957) argues, “our brains are designed to forget, not 
remember”. If a student has just learned ten new words, it is normal for most 
of them to be forgotten within a few days and maybe only one or two will be 
retained in memory. So, it is important for a teacher to be creative and 
innovative in teaching vocabulary. One of the technique that teacher can used 
is “Mnemonic Keyword Method”.  
Mnemonic Keyword method is a mnemonic which uses the keyword 
for recalling the new vocabulary. The keyword is the word that sounds like the 
mother language. It is as a link to recall the new vocabulary given. This stage 
is called acoustic link. The using of acoustic link helps the students to recall 
the new vocabulary which other methods seldom emphasize it. The technique 
also uses image. The use of image is proved effective in the class because it is 
more meaningful and brings real life communication. There are many words 
are difficult to be visualized, Hultsin (in Coady & Huckin, 1997: 205) gives the 
alternate way of Mnemonic Keyword for the word that is difficult to be 
visualized by using mediating sentence; the sentence that mediate the keyword 
with its meaning. 
In the fact, there are many English teachers did not apply the 
appropriate method for teaching vocabulary yet. This phenomenon can be seen 
in SMP Dharma Lestari Salatiga. The English teacher tended to apply old-
school methods where the students asked to translate and memorize the 
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meanings directly. It make them feel secure and their creativity did not develop. 
Whereas, Creativity is one of the important factors affecting students in 
learning English. Because of that, the students felt unmotivated in joining the 
English class and they only can memorize the vocabulary in short time.  
Creativity itself is the process of making use of imagination or original 
ideas to produce an artisctic work (Formosa & Zamit, 2016). Creativity which 
deals with words and sentences is verbal creativity (Torrance in Munandar, 
1999). Verbal creativity refers to one’s ability in creating new association 
among different ideas (Mednick & Mednick in Sinolungan, 2001), finding new 
linguistics patterns based on the available knowledge, and finding alternative 
solution upon problems. Munandar (1999) states that verbal creativity can be 
seen through ones’ fluency, originality, flexibility, and elaboration. Hence, 
there are six parts in verbal creativity test; 1) word initials, 2) word creation, 3) 
sentence formulation from three letters, 4) similar characteristics, 5) 
extraordinary uses, 6) consequences or effects. 
The objective of this research itself is to know Mnemonic Keyword 
Method and Translation toward students’ vocabulary mastery viewed from 
students’ creativity. This research focuses on two technique; Mnemonic 
Keyword and Translation. The researcher wants to know the effective 
technique in teaching English for the basic EFL.  
This research is based on research conducted by previous researcher. 
Adadu, Ogbiji and Agba (2017) showed that the combination of conventional 
rote learning technique and the use of Mnemonic technique (CRLT/MNIT) 
strategy was more effective in enhancing students’ achievement. 
Siriganjanavong (2013) showed that words taught by NKM could be better 
recalled both in short-term and long-term memory. Kordjazi (2014) indicated 
that Iranian university students who were mnemonically trained received both 
statistically and practically significantly higher marks on the reading 
comprehention test than did the students in control group. Mahalle and 
Aidinlou (2013) showed that mnemonic technique have effect on Iranian EFL 
learners’ Vocabulary knowledge. Azmi, Najmi and Rouyan (2016) concluded 
mnemonic technique helped them in remembering those new words that they 
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learn. Anjomafrouz and Tajali (2012) stated that mnemonic method 
significantly affected the vocabulary recall of adult students for both receptive 
and productive learning. Maghy (2015) showed that mnemonics method of 
teaching was superior to lecture method of teaching. It also helped to reduce 
the difficulty of students in learning mathematics. It could make the students 
motivated and the classroom more interesting. Marzban and Amoli (2012) 
showed that mnemonic strategies such as visualization and pictures affect the 
information retrieval in an immediate and delayed time interval on vocabulary 
learning in EFL elementary learners. Aydin and Sunbul (2012) indicated that 
there was different effect between students who taugh by verbal mnemonic and 
students who did not taugh by it. It mean that verbal mnemonic effect the 
students’ achievement and attitudes. Bakken and Simpson (2012) stated that 
mnemonic strategies are an effective study tool which can be utilized with all 
students and applied to an array of content areas. Hayes (2009) said that the 
mnemonics helped them in remembering those new words that they learn. 
Elizabeth (2003) stated that Mnemonic comes from the Greek word 
Mnemon which has the meaning mindfulness. Diamond, L. and Guthlon, L 
(2006) define the mnemonic strategies as systematic procedures for enhancing 
memory.  Mnemonic comes to solve the problem of memorizing word. The 
keyword method is a technique (form of mnemonics) commonly used to learn 
vocabulary words. It takes unfamiliar information and makes it more 
meaningful and concrete and thus, easier to remember.  
When developing a keyword strategy you should follow the 3 R’s: 
reconstructing, relating, and retrieve (Mastropieri, 1988). The use of the 3R’s 
is as follows: a) Reconstructing: Coming up with a keyword. Something that is 
familiar to the student, easily pictured and acoustically similar (sounds like the 
word to be learned). b) Relating: Next, link the keyword with the definition of 
the new word in a picture. c) Retrieve: Lastly, teach the learner the process of 
how to effectively go through the steps to remember the new vocabulary word 
and meaning. 
Translation is basically a change of form (Larson, 1998: 3) according 
to Dubois in As-Sufi, (a.d: 10), translation is the expression in another language 
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(or the target language) of what has been expressed in another source, language, 
preserving semantic and stylistic equivalences. It means that the translation is 
the expression of language that has been expressed in the target language. Then, 
according to Nord (in As-Sufi, n.d: 10-11). Translation is any translational 
action where a source text is translated into a target cultural and language. 
Then, based on Jakobson’s (in Munday, 2001: 5) he categories 
translation into 3 kinds, as follows: 1) Intra lingual translation, or rewording: 
an interpretation of verbal signs by means of other signs of the same language. 
2) Inter lingual translation, or translation proper: an interpretation of verbal 
signs by means of some other language. 3) Inter semiotic translation, or 
transmutation: an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of nonverbal 
sign systems. 
Newmark (1988:81) mentions that there are many methods of 
translation: 1) Word-for-word translation: in which the source language word 
order is preserved and the words translated singly by their most common 
meanings, out of context. 2) Literal translation: in which the source language 
grammatical constructions are converted to their nearest target language 
equivalents, but the lexical words are again translated singly, out of context. 3) 
Faithful translation: it attempts to produce the precise contextual meaning of 
the original within the constraints of the target language grammatical 
structures. 4) Semantic translation: which differs from 'faithful translation' only 
in as far as it must take more account of the aesthetic value of the source 
language text. 5) Adaptation: which is the freest form of translation, and is used 
mainly for plays (comedies) and poetry; the themes, characters, plots are 
usually preserved, the source language culture is converted to the target 
language culture and the text is rewritten. 6) Free translation: it produces the 
target language text without the style, form, or content of the original. 7) 
Idiomatic translation: it reproduces the 'message' of the original but tends to 
distort nuances of meaning by preferring colloquialisms and idioms where 
these do not exist in the original. 8) Communicative translation: it attempts to 
render the exact contextual meaning of the original in such a way that both 
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content and language are readily acceptable and comprehensible to the 
readership. 
2. METHOD 
This study is experimental study with quantitative approach. This research used 
the factorial design, because this design used to analyze the main effects for 
both experimental variables as well as analysis of the interaction between the 
treatments. The population of this study was the seventh grade students of 
Junior High School of SMP Dharma Lestari. It consists of 193 students. The 
total sample is 76 students taken from two classes VIID and VIIE. This study 
focused on students’ vocabulary mastery, used Mnemonic keyword method in 
experimental class while control class used translation. This study also viewed 
students’ creativity in learning English.  
This study used test as instruments of the research. The test consits of 
vocabulary test and creativity test. The researcher uses pre-test and post-test. 
Before the test is given to the students, the researcher tries out the test first to 
know whether the test is valid and reliable or not. The try out was conducted in 
classes other than the experiment and control classes. Before testing the 
hypotheses, normality test should be conducted. Normality test is to know 
the data have normal distribution or not (Gunawan, 2015: 67). After conducting 
the normality test, there are two possible follow up tests depending on whether 
the data are normal or not. If the data are normal, they are then analyzed by 
using homogeneity, ANOVA, and Tukey test. If the data are not normal, they 
are then analyzed by using non-parametric statistic. 
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 The Differen Influence of Mnemonic Keyword Method and Translation 
toward Students’ Vocabulary Mastery. 
The following is the descriptions of data and data analysis: 
1) The result of data experimental group (students who are taught by using 
Mnemonic Keyword) 
Based on the normality test, the sample of students who are taught 
by using Mnemonic Keyword method is a normal distribution, because 
Lo (3,469) is lower than Lt (7,815). There are 38 students who are taught 
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by using Mnemonic Keyword. The mean score from students is 78,05. 
The highest score is 93 and the lowest score is 50. Standard deviation is 
9,03 and median is 77,5. 
Table 1 Histogram of experimental group 
 
2) The result of data control group (students who are taught by using 
Translation) 
Based on the normality test, the sample of students who are taught 
using Translation is not normal distribution, because Lo (99,697) is 
higher than Lt (9,488). There are 38 students who are taught by using 
Translation. The mean score from the students is 70,63. The highest 
score is 90 and the lowest score is 47. Standard deviation is 11,35 and 
median is 71. 
Table 2 Histogram of control group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3) Data Analysis 
Based on the conclusion of the result of normality test, the samples 
did not come from population with normal distribution. Therefore, 
homogenity test is not conducted, instead the researcher uses non 
parametric statistic. The researcher uses Wilcoxon non-parametric 
statistic by comparing the (α) = 0.05 with the significance scores. The 
result is sig. (0,001) < α (0.05). The mean score of students who are 
taught by using Mnemonic Keyword (78,05) is also higher than the 
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mean score of students who are taught by using Translation (70,63). So, 
it can be concluded that there is significant different influence of 
Mnemonic Keyword and translation towards students’ vocabulary 
mastery.  
3.2 The Difference of Influence of Students who Have High Verbal 
Creativity and Students who Have Low Verbal Creativity toward 
Students’ Vocabulary Mastery. 
1) The result of data students’ who have high verbal creativity. 
Based on the normality test, the sample of students have high 
verbal creativity (B1) is not normal distribution, because Lo (26,941) is 
higher than Lt (9,488). There are 42 students having high verbal 
creativity. The mean score from 42 students is 76,67. The highest score 
that student gets is 93 and the lowest score is 47. Sandard deviation is 
9,93 and the median is 77,19. 
Table 3 Histogram of Students Having High Verbal Creativity 
 
2) The result of data students’ who have low verbal creativity. 
Based on the normality test, the sample of students having low 
verbal creativity (B2) is a normal distribution, because Lo (6,686) is 
lower than Lt (7,815). There are 34 students having low verbal 
creativity. The mean score from 34 students is 70,29.  The highest score 
that student gets is 90 and the lowest score is 50. Sandard deviation is 
9,93 and the median is 70,5. 
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Table 4 Histogram of Students Having Low Verbal Creativity 
 
3) Data Analysis 
Based on the conclusion of the result of normality test, the samples 
did not come from population with normal distribution. Therefore, 
homogenity test is not conducted, instead the researcher uses non 
parametric statistic. The researcher uses Wilcoxon non-parametric 
statistic by comparing the (α) = 0.05 with the significance scores. The 
result is sig. (0,031) < α (0.05). The mean score of students who have 
high verbal creativity (76,67) is also higher than the mean score of 
students who have low verbal creativity (70,29). So, it can be concluded 
that there is significant difference of influence of Students who have 
high verbal creativity and students who have low verabl creativity 
toward students’ vocabulary mastery. 
3.3 The Influence of Interaction Between Teaching Method and Students’ 
Creativity toward Students’ Vocabulary Mastery. 
1) Data of Students’ Taught by Using Mnemonic Keyword Method 
Having High Verbal Creativity 
Based on the normality test, the sample of students taught by using 
Mnemonic Keyword method having high verbal creativity (A1B1) is  
not normal distribution, because Lo (12,848) is higher than Lt (7,815). 
Based on the table above, there are 22 students’ taught by using 
Mnemonic Keyword method having high verbal creativity. The mean 
score from 22 students is 79,14. The highest score that student gets is 93 
and the lowest score is 63. Sandard deviation is 8,68 and the median is 
77,5. 
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Table 5 Histogram of experimental group Having High Verbal 
Creativity 
 
2) Data of Students’ Taught by Using Mnemonic Keyword Method 
Having Low Verbal Creativity 
Based on the normality test, the sample of students taught by using 
Mnemonic Keyword method having low verbal creativity (A1B2) is a 
normal distribution, because Lo(9,066) is lower than Lt (9,488). There 
are 16 students’ taught by using Mnemonic Keyword method having 
low verbal creativity. The mean score from is 77,25. The highest score 
that student gets is 90 and the lowest score is 50. Sandard deviation is 
9,22 and the median is 77,1. 
Table 6 Histogram of experimental group Having Low Verbal 
Creativity 
 
3) Data of Students’ Taught by Using Translation Having High Verbal 
Creativity 
Based on the normality test, the sample of students taught by using 
Translation having high verbal creativity (A2B1) is a normal 
distribution, because Lo (6,041) is lower than Lt (11,07). There are 20 
students’ taught by using Translation having high verbal creativity. The 
mean score from 20 students is 75. The highest score that student gets is 
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90 and the lowest score is 47. Sandard deviation is 11,36 and the median 
is 77,7. 
Table 7 Histogram of Control Group Having High Verbal Creativity 
 
4) Data of Students’ Taught by Using Translation Having Low Verbal 
Creativity 
Based on the normality test, the sample of students taught by 
Translation having low verbal creativity (A2B2) is a not normal 
distribution, because Lo (17,542) is higher than Lt (5,991). There are 18 
students’ taught by using Translation having low verbal creativity. The 
mean score is 66,17. The highest score that student gets is 83 and the 
lowest score is 50. Sandard deviation is 7,95 and the median is 66,3 
Table 8 Histogram of Control Group Having Low Verbal Creativity 
 
5) Data Analysis 
Based on the conclusion of the result of normality test, the samples 
did not come from population with normal distribution. Therefore, 
homogenity test is not conducted, instead the researcher uses non 
parametric statistic. The researcher uses Wilcoxon non-parametric 
statistic by comparing the (α) = 0.05 with the significance scores. The 
result is sig. (0,031) < α (0.05). The mean score of students taught by 
using Mnemonic Keyword method having high verbal creativity  
(79,14) is higher than students taught by using translation having high 
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verbal creativity (75) and the mean score of students taught by using 
Mnemonic Keyword method having low verbal creativity  (77,25) is 
higher than students taught by using translation having low verbal 
creativity (66,17). So, it can be concluded that there is influence of 
interaction of teaching method and students’ creativity toward students’ 
vocabulary mastery. 
This experimental research is one of an effort to improve in 
teaching vocabulary mastery for seventh grade students. The following 
is the discussion of research findings are:  
There is a significant difference of influence on Mnemonic 
Keyword and translation towards students’ vocabulary mastery of the 
seventh grade students of SMP Dharma Lestari in the academic year 
2018/2019. 
Vocabulary is an important aspect of learning a language. Before 
the students learn language, the first aspect that the students have to 
learn is vocabulary. The students didnot know vocabulary, so they 
cannot learn the language. Mnemonic Keyword is one of interesting 
method in learning vocabulary. Mnemonic Keyword helps students to 
remember words based on the mnemonic picture and mediating 
sentence. So, this technique also challenges their memory 
4. CONCLUSION 
Based on the results of data analysis, it can be concluded that: (1) there 
is any difference of influence of Mnemonic Keyword Method and 
Translation toward student’s vocabulary mastery, (2) There is any 
difference of influence of high students’ verbal creativity and low 
students’ verbal creativity toward students’ vocabulary mastery, and (3) 
There is any influence of interaction between teaching technique and 
students’ verbal creativity toward students’ vocabulary mastery  
There are some suggestions for the English teachers and the other 
researchers; as follows: (1) the English teachers: there are many methods 
that can be used by teachers in teaching vocabulary. The teacher can use 
the effective method in teaching learning activity. One of the methods 
that can be used in teaching vocabulary is Mnemonic Keyword method 
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where this method can make the students easer in recall and memorize 
the new vocabulary with the meaning. 
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